Volunteer Highlight - David Clark
We knew we had an exceptional volunteer in David
Clark when he completed all of his paperwork and
documentation in record time. His start here was
even more momentous because he was the first
brand new volunteer to start at Shepherd Center
since the pandemic began in 2020!
We wondered where David learned the discipline
that brought him to complete every step so he could
start his volunteer role quickly. He shared that he
learned to do things efficiently through more than a
decade of work in the film industry, which had
supported him through thick and thin. Through
freelancing, he’s worked on lighting crews for many
projects, such as the fifth “Fast and Furious” movie
and commercials for Capital One. He’s met many
high-profile personalities, such as Vin Diesel, Gladys
Knight, and Samuel L. Jackson, to name a few.
David is a native Georgian and was raised in Conyers as the youngest of three children.
His parents created a culture at home of valuing time with their nuclear family and
extended relatives while encouraging their children to maximize their education and
physical activity. David loved science and math in school, and by middle school had settled
into his favorite sport – skateboarding. As long as David kept his grades up, he was given
the freedom to pursue his passion, and pursue it, he did! In addition to regularly using
skate parks closer to home, he also loved going into downtown Atlanta with his buddies,
utilizing all the steps, railings, etc., to pull off his stunts. They even worked together to
build new skate parks around Atlanta, an investment in the community which continued
into adulthood.
Eventually, David became so good at the sport that his friends made videos of him. He
aspired to find companies of skateboarding equipment and clothes that would sponsor
him, so he sent some of those videos out to them while soliciting support. Just as he had
done learning and perfecting his stunts, David persevered with this effort and was
successful. Even before the end of high school, he had secured contracts with multiple
companies, including Nike and Quiksilver. He became a professional skateboarder for the
next six years, participating in competitions and doing exhibitions all over the country.
As you can imagine, David sustained plenty of injuries over the years in his chosen sport,
such as broken bones, tendonitis, and twisted joints, so he has spent many hours being
guided through rehabilitation by physical therapists. Those individuals restored his strength
and helped David overcome physical challenges that kept him out of competition to get
back to the passion he loved, which was also paying the bills. David realized those
therapists had essentially given him his life back each time, and he was inspired to follow

in their footsteps. When he was ready to retire from skateboarding, he set the goal of
becoming a physical therapist.
David first heard of Shepherd Center and its outstanding reputation while attending an
anatomy class at Georgia State University. He has now reached his senior year majoring
in health science with a concentration in rehabilitation. We are so glad he chose to come
here to give his time. His Shepherd trainer and supervisor are thrilled to have such an
enthusiastic, hard worker as a volunteer gym runner. We know all he learned about
persevering through injuries with discipline will give him a special connection with our
patients. He is making a difference each day he arrives, and we look forward to hearing
about his progress in reaching his goal of becoming a professional physical therapist!

Former SHARE Client Helps Other Veterans Through Nonprofit
Beekeeping Organization
For many people, plunging their hands into
thousands of bees would be their worst nightmare
come true.
For Tim Doherty and others, it’s therapy.
Tim is an Army veteran who sustained physical
injuries, a mild traumatic brain injury and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) after his unit was
attacked in Afghanistan in 2015. Beekeeping
helped him heal, as did Shepherd Center’s SHARE
Military Initiative, a compre- hensive rehabilitation
program for post-9/11 veterans.
“When I came home, I didn’t think it was me; I
thought it was everybody else,” Tim says. “I didn’t know I had a brain injury, so I didn’t
know my emotional regulation was thrown off. When I was admitted to Shepherd Center, I
was in such a dark place. After SHARE, I felt like I had control over my life again.”
Tim, 52, is an assistant principal at Riverwood High School in Sandy Springs, Georgia.
Even before he turned to Shepherd for help, his sister had shown him beekeeping after he
returned from Afghanistan.
“She said, ‘Why don’t you work the bees with me?’ So, I did, and it’s just so invigorating.
You just focus on the bees,” he says.
Tim started a nonprofit organization called Doc’s Healing Hives to help other veterans with
PTSD through beekeeping.
Through donations, Doc’s provides veterans with free bees, equipment and training; about
65 veterans had taken the training before COVID-19 curtailed in-person instruction in
2020. Doc’s is an approved Shepherd Center activity for veterans, and Tim plans to
expand the program to the land he owns in north Georgia.
“Beekeeping is a positive adrenaline rush,” he explains. “You open up this hive, and
there’s anywhere from 10,000 to 100,000 bees looking at you. Any one of them could
decide to sting you. You can’t be thinking about anything else. If you are like Cool Hand
Luke and move the frames nice and slow, they’ll let you inspect the entire hive.
“One of my veteran friends who went through the program, his wife says it was like he
was a little kid, and it was Christmas when he brought home the bees,” he continues. “She
had not seen him so excited in years.”

Collaborative Mural Project Brightens Our Track
If you've ever used an indoor track to get

your exercise, you may have listened to
music but had little to stimulate your eyes
as you did your laps. A lack of visual
stimulation will never be the case for
anyone using the track just above the
Livingston Gym at Shepherd Center after
completing a beautiful mural project that's
underway!
Alex Chukabarah, the art specialist in
recreation therapy at Shepherd, came up
with the idea of creating a mural. In
collaboration, artist and former Shepherd
employee Minna Hong developed the
design concept, inspired by the poem by
Emily Dickinson, "Hope Is The Thing With
Feathers."
"Minna envisioned a series of origami birds
taking form and taking flight across the
wall," Alex explains. "What starts out as
small folded pieces of paper quickly
transforms into unique origami birds of
different colors and sizes, taking flight
along a journey through the mural. Some
may be flying in a different direction, while
others take formation or group together in
partnerships and community. But they all
find their way along the wall, embodying
the hope that lives in Shepherd Center."
The idea of the folding required in 3dimensional
origami
represents
the
rebuilding of a life and giving form to
something new, much like our patients
rebuild their lives. Alex and Minna found a
way to structure the bird designs to look
like origami while providing the opportunity
for many people to help paint them,
including patients from every floor and
clients from the SHARE Military Initiative.
To make the process very user-friendly,
Alex and Minna applied painter's tape to
stencil the outline of the bird images on the
wall, and all a participant had to do was fill
in one or more blocked off portions with
paint. When the paint dried, the tape was
removed, and all the lines of color were
clean, just like the straight edges of
origami. Setting up this simple process
meant that patients of many ability levels
could participate. Patients with limited use
of their hands could paint using a
mouthstick.
Dozens of patients and staff enjoyed
participating in the painting process over
several weeks, and the mural colors have
really brightened the track! Inspiring words
will also be added before completion. We
applaud Alex and Minna for finding a
unique way of bringing us together as a
community at Shepherd in a creative
process that highlights hope. The three of

us in Volunteer Services
enjoyed participating!
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